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SUMMARY

The subject matter of thi s thesi s 'is Wi I I i am

Godwin's @i-c.e and Mary Shel ley's

Frankenstei n.

My central argument is that there is a

secularization of Ca]vinism in both Godwin's

philosophy and the sub-Godwinian Gothic novel. The

relationship of the Gothic to Romanticism is also a

primary consìderation here.

I thus aim to demonstrate how a particular

theological model becomes secularized, both as an

i ntel 'lectuaì system and as a 1 i terary f orm. Part

One i nvol ves an exami nat'ion, through an anal ys'is of

Political Justice, of how Godwin's early Sandemanian

Calvinism becomes secularized in the idealistic
anarchìsm of his potitical philosophy; Calvinist
predestination is translated into progress, âs

reason and the human will assume the role of deity.

Part Two then argues that V'ictor Frankensteìn's

distinctive qualities can be attributed to a

Calvinist world view, âñ outlook which also defines

the Gothic. The Gothic, however, is an extreme

psychologica'l and emotional response to Calv'inist

rational ism and absolutism. In Frankenstein's

Romantìc Gothic text, a yearning for the completìon

and wholeness which is a characterìstic of Romantic
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organicism 'is combined with the despa'i r and

damnation of a fatalistic Gothic universe.

I interpret Frankenstein as an allegorìcal

representation of the development and possible

consequences of Godwinism, with Victor and his

creature as embodiments of this process. Victor's

history mirrors the possib'le psychologìcal ,

emoti ona'l , and i nte'l 'l ectua'l conf I 'i cts wh i ch mì tht
ensue in someone who effectìve1y fails to make the

transition from a fatalistic wor'ld view into that of

beneficent Romanticism, with its utopian ideas of

progress and mi 1 lennial fel icity.
Frankenstein reveals an ambivalence about the

powers of human rat'ional ity which conf I icts with the

overt message of Pol itica] Justice; it can be read

both as a subversion of Godwinism and as a

question'ing of Romantic organicism, âs a reaction

against rationalist systems of progress and

utilìtarian relativìsm. As an assertion of

essentialist and absolutist values and truths it

represents Mary's rebelIion against her origins.
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